Welcome to the Quest Learning & Assessment documentation pages! First time accessing Quest? Start here!

**Popular Instructor Pages**

- Page: Creating a New Question
- Page: Creating a Custom Review
- Page: Constants
- Page: Grading Scheme
- Page: Basic Question Types

**Popular Student Pages**

- Page: Numbers and Scientific Notation
- Page: Answering Questions in Quest
- Page: My Assignments
- Page: Entering Expressions in Quest
- Page: Creating a Custom Review

---

**Check the status of Quest**

**What's new in Quest:**

**December 2018**

- Major/Minor bug fixes and UI improvements
- Elimination of Negative Point (guessing penalty) as default grading behavior
- Security and Performance upgrades
- Addition of Time Zone specific handling

**August 2018**

- Removed out-dated JavaScript framework
- Improved batch machinery
- Improved database processes

**April 2018**

- Previous Responses listed on learning module assignments
- Faster recalculation of assignment averages
- Increased Canvas integration stability
- Minor bug fixes